Road Safety PIN Talk in Estonia
Achievements and shortcomings in the European context
How to improve speed management in Estonia?
Friday 21 May 2010, 10am to 2pm

Venue: Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, Harju 11, Tallinn

Agenda

10:00 Opening and welcome
   * Mr. Eero Pärgmäe, Deputy Secretary General (Transport) at the Ministry of Economical Affairs and Communications
   * Mr. Antonio Avenoso, Executive Director, European Transport Safety Council

10:15 Presentations
   - ETSC’s Road Safety Performance Index – Road safety in Estonia in an European context
     * Mrs. Graziella Jost, PIN Programme Manager, ETSC
   - How to change road users’ attitude towards speeding
     * Prof. Dago Antov, Tallinn University of Technology, PIN national expert for Estonia
   - Latvian experience in tackling speed
     * Mr. Aldis Lama, Ministry of Transport and PIN national expert for Latvia
   - What can Estonia learn from the Finnish experience and what can Finland learn from Estonia
     * Mr. Veli-Pekka Kallberg, Technical Research Centre (VTT), Finland.

Questions on the presentations and answers

11:45 Break

12:05 Open debate with all participants, chaired by Priit Vene, Head of the Transportation and Traffic Division, at the Ministry of the Economic Affairs and Communications
   - What should Estonia further do to drive the fight against speeding in Europe?

13:00 Conclusions by Prof. Dago Antov

13:15 Opening of the buffet

The Road Safety Performance Index receives financial support from Swedish Transportation Administration, Toyota Motor Europe and the Norwegian Public Road Administration.